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Generalized wave-front reconstruction algorithm
applied in a Shack–Hartmann test
Weiyao Zou and Zhenchao Zhang
A generalized numerical wave-front reconstruction method is proposed that is suitable for diversified
irregular pupil shapes of optical systems to be measured. That is, to make a generalized and regular
normal equation set, the test domain is extended to a regular square shape. The compatibility of this
method is discussed in detail, and efficient algorithms ~such as the Cholesky method! for solving this
normal equation set are given. In addition, the authors give strict analyses of not only the error
propagation in the wave-front estimate but also of the discretization errors of this domain extension
algorithm. Finally, some application examples are given to demonstrate this algorithm. © 2000
Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 010.7350, 100.5070, 120.6650, 220.4840.21. Introduction
Recently, the Shack–Hartmann ~S–H! wave-front
test, a technique developed for analyzing aberrations
of optical systems, has become widely used in optical
shop testing and telescopes, especially in active optics
and adaptive optics. The measurement data of a
S–H test are the coordinate differences of the S–H
grid that contain wave-front slope information.
Therefore a numerical reconstruction procedure is
necessary for integrating these slope data to obtain
the desired wave-front map. Generally, this wave-
front estimate procedure is laborious and time con-
suming, especially for a large S–H sampling point
array with nonstandard pupil outlines. Each esti-
mation approach may be categorized as being either
zonal or modal, depending on whether the estimate is
a phase value in a local zone or a coefficient of an
aperture function.1 The modal estimate method
usually uses Zernike or Legendre polynomials or
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Therefore, restricted by the orthogonality require-
ments of polynomials employed, it is difficult to adopt
the modal estimation to generally irregular arrays of
sampling points. In contrast, the zonal estimate
method does not have the orthogonality restrictions,
and it is applicable to the irregular as well as the
regular sampling arrays. However, because of the
irregularity of the integration boundaries, we will
encounter different equation sets in zonal estimation
with different aperture shapes. For the smaller
S–H sampling arrays it is a simpler task, but it is a
much more difficult, laborious, and time-consuming
task for a large array of sampling points, such as the
case of a large-aperture astronomical telescope.
Therefore, to make optical testing ~especially in an
optical shop! more efficient, a generalized wave-front
reconstruction algorithm that is accommodated to ar-
bitrary aperture shapes is necessary and deserves to
be studied in greater depth.
Many wave-front reconstruction algorithms have
been reported in previous studies.1–14 These algo-
rithms are of either zonal estimation or modal es-
timation or a combination of both in a least-squares
sense, and are thus applicable to slope-sensitive
tests, such as a shearing interferometer and a S–H
test. In this paper the authors introduce a zonal
least-squares-fit algorithm of general purpose,
which is different from previous ones but also ap-
plicable to S–H testing as well as to shearing inter-
ferometry.
2
s2. Numerical Integral Method in Wave-Front
Reconstruction
The principle of the S–H wave-front test is shown
schematically in Fig. 1.15 In Fig. 1, point 1 is the
reference-point light source and point 2 is the focus of
the optical system to be tested. A beam of light from
point 1 passes through the beam-splitter cube ~3!, the
collimator ~4!, and the lenslet array ~5! and then
forms an array of the S–H grid, which is imaged onto
the CCD focal plane by the reducing system ~6!.
This array on the CCD is used as the S–H standard
grid array. Alternately, another beam of light from
the optical system to be measured passes through the
same beam-splitter cube, the collimator, the lenslet
array, and the reducing system; then it is imaged
onto the CCD focal plane as the S–H measurement
grid array. The coordinate differences between the
two grid arrays are written as ~lyi, lzi!; the relation-
ship between wave-front aberration and ray aberra-
tion is shown in Fig. 2. The exit pupil shown in Fig.
2 is at the position of the lenslet array, and f0 is the
focal length of the lenslet array. @yi
~0!, zi
~0!# ~i 5 1,
2, . . . , N, where i denotes the serial number of sub-
apertures of the lenslet array! denote the coordinates
of the S–H standard grid points, and @yi
~1!, zi
~1!# ~i 5 1,
, . . . , N! denote the coordinates of the S–H mea-
urement grid points; so we have
lyi 5 yi
~1! 2 yi
~0!,
lzi 5 zi
~1! 2 zi
~0!. (2.1)
There is a sufficiently accurate approximate formula
for most practical purposes,10
]W
]y Ui 5 lyif0 ,
]W
]z Ui 5 lzif0 , i 5 1, 2, . . . , N, (2.2)
where W is the wave-front aberration to be measured.
Therefore the gradient of the wave front is
grad W 5
]W
]y
i 1
]W
]z
j 5 f1~y, z!i 1 f2~y, z! j. (2.3)
Let us postulate that the values of ]Wy]y and ]Wy]z
at each set of measurement grid points are given and
that the gradients ~slopes! between two adjacent
Fig. 1. Schematic configuration of the optical system of the S–H
test. 1, Pinhole reference source; 2, focus of the optical system to
be tested; 3, beam-splitter cube; 4, collimator; 5, lenslet array; 6,
reducing system; 7, CCD target.measurement grid points can be linearly interpolat-
ed.14 Considering that the lenslet array is equidis-
tant, in the y direction ~as shown in Fig. 3!, we have
]W
]y
5
]W
]y UiS1 2 yaD 1 ]W]y Ui11 ya , (2.4)
where a is the distance between two adjacent grid
points. Integrating this partial differential equa-
tion, we obtain
Wi11 2 Wi 5
1
2 S]W]y Ui 1 ]W]y Ui11Da. (2.5)
The S–H grid points can be divided into two groups:
interior grid points and boundary grid points. The
interior grid points have four adjacent points, and the
boundary grid points have fewer than four adjacent
points. For an interior point, we get
wi 2 wi21 5
1
2 S]W]y Ui 1 ]W]y Ui21Da,
wi11 2 wi 5
1
2 S]W]y Ui11 1 ]W]y UiDa,
wi2t 2 wi 5
1
2 S]W]z Ui2t 1 ]W]z UiDa,
wi 2 wi1t 5
1
2 S]W]z Ui 1 ]W]z Ui1tDa. (2.6)
Fig. 2. Schematics of the relationship between wave-front aber-
ration and ray aberration in the S–H test.
Fig. 3. S–H grid at point i, where point i is an interior grid point.
It is similar to the cross difference scheme of partial differential
equations.10 January 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 2 y APPLIED OPTICS 251
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2For each boundary point we can obtain two or three
equations that are similar to Eqs. ~2.6!. In 1986, Su
et al. proposed a zonal integral method for wave-front
reconstruction ~published in 1992; see Ref. 14! that is
based on the assumption that slopes are linear func-
tions of coordinates between each set of sampling
points. The assumption found in Ref. 14 is equiva-
lent to the assumption used by Ghozeil.11 The dif-
erence between the studies of Su et al. and of Ghozeil
s that Ghozeil employed a numerical integration
ethod to get the discrete values of wave-front ab-
rrations, whereas Su et al. translated the wave-
ront reconstruction integration into solution of a
inear equation set. Su et al. pointed out that the
lope changes between adjacent points could be as-
umed to be nonlinear functions as well as linear
unctions, depending on specified situations we en-
ountered. For simplicity, Su et al. took the linear
ssumption. Just before the revision of the present
aper, Zou found that Southwell had obtained a
imilar formulation of Eqs. ~2.6!.1 Nevertheless, Su
et al. proposed this assumption and obtained these
equations independently. The current paper is
based on the studies of Su et al. which are described
in detail below.
According to Eqs. ~2.6!, the problem of solving
lliptic partial differential equations is transformed
nto the problem of the least-squares solution of a
inear equation set. This least-squares solution is
nique to within an additive constant. For astro-
omical applications this equation set is usually
arge and sparse. For example, the S–H system in
he New Technology Telescope developed at the
uropean Southern Observatory has 700 grid
oints, and the S–H system in the first experimen-
al system of thin-mirror active optics developed at
he Nanjing Astronomical Instruments Research
enter ~NAIRC! has 161 grid points. The iterative
ethod can be used to solve the corresponding
ormal equations, which avoids the computer-
emory problem that the direct solution method
ay encounter.
3. Establishment of Generalized Wave-Front
Reconstruction Equations
Generally, astronomical telescopes have central ob-
structions of the secondary and the supporting spi-
ders, and the optical components to be tested in an
optical shop are of various kinds of contour shape.
This brings complexities to wave-front reconstruction
in practice: much repetitive research must be done,
because we have to study the corresponding solution
methods according to different pupil types. So de-
veloping a generalized and efficient wave-front recon-
struction algorithm is necessary.
It is known that the coefficient matrix of an equa-
tion set for wave-front reconstruction is closely re-
lated to the shape of the sampling array and its serial
numbering. To make the coefficient matrix regular52 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 2 y 10 January 2000and simple, the following important improvements
are adopted ~as shown in Fig. 4!:
1. Fill the four outer corners of the testing domain
exit pupil! V0 and extend it to a regular square net
V1, which covers the whole exit pupil V0.
2. Index the grid points in V1 serially from 1 to m
row by row ~or column by column, alternatively!, and
all the integrations are made along the positive di-
rections of the y and the z axes.
3. Let the slopes be zero at the grid points in the
additive extended regions V1\V0.
To preserve its universality, we assume that this reg-
ular square net has t 3 t 5 m grid points. Then from
qs. ~2.6! we have
n the y direction,
wi11 2 wi 5 gi,i11, i Þ kt, k 5 1, 2, . . . , t; (3.1)
in the z direction,
wi 2 wi1t 5 fi,i1t, i 5 1, 2, . . . , m 2 t, (3.2)
where
gi,i11 5
1
2 S]W]y Ui11 1 ]W]y UiDa, (3.3)
fi,i1t 5
1
2 S]W]z Ui 1 ]W]z Ui1tDa. (3.4)
Thus
Fig. 4. Extended S–H grid array. Circular domain V0 is the
500-mm thin mirror ~with 6-mm thickness! of the active optics
xperiment system in the NAIRC. There are 161 S–H grid points
n V0. After domain extension, V0 becomes a 15 3 15 ~or 17 3 17!
quare grid mesh V1, which has 225 ~or 289! grip points.
WDA total of 2~t 2 1! 5 2m 2 2t equations can be obtained.
hen we write them in matrix form, we get
AW 5 F, (3.5)
or2m~m2t!3m m31
wwhere A [ ´ , A 5 @ByC#, W [ ´ , and
F 5 @gyf# [ ´ 2~m2t!31, where B 5 diag@D1, D2, . . . ,
t# [ ´
~m2t!3m and C 5 ´ ~m2t!3m is a sparse band
matrix, where
Di 5 3
21 1
21 1
·· ·
· · ·
21 1
4
~t21!3t
, i 5 1, 2, . . . , t.Then the normal equation set of these overdeter-
mined linear equations can be written as
ATAW 5 ATF, (3.7)where
ATA 5 BTB 1 CTC, (3.8)
here
BTB 5 diag@D1TD1, D2TD2, . . . , DtTDt#m3m, (3.9)w2 2 w1 5 g2,1, w1 2 w11t 5 f1,11t,
w3 2 w2 5 g3,2, w2 2 w21t 5 f2,21t,
· · · · · ·
wt 2 wt21 5 gt,t21, wt21 2 w2t21 5 ft21,2t21,
wt 2 w2t 5 ft,2t,
wt12 2 wt11 5 g12t,t11, wt11 2 w2t11 5 ft11,2t11,
· · · · · ·
wm2t 2 wm2t21 5 gm2t,m2t21, wm2t21 2 wm21 5 fm2t21,m21,
wm2t 2 wm 5 fm2t,m,
wm2t12 2 wm2t11 5 gm2t12,m2t11,
· · ·
wm 2 wm21 5 gm,m21.21
1
21 1
·· ·
· · ·
21 1
21 1
21 1
·· ·
· · ·
21 1
·· ·
· · ·
21 1
21 1
·· ·
· · ·
21 1
1 0 0 · · · 0 21
1 0 0 · · · 0 21
·· ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · · · · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
1 0 0 · · · 0 21
1 0 0 · · · 0 21
5 ,
(3.6)
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w1
w2
···
wt
wt11
wt12
···
w2t
···
wm22t11
wm22t12
···
wm2t
wm2t11
···
wm21
wm
g2,1
g3,2
···
gt,t11
gt12,t11
···
···
gm,m21
f1,t11
f2,t12
···
ft,2t
···
fi,i1t
···
fm2t21,m21
fm2t,m10 January 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 2 y APPLIED OPTICS 253
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2where
DiTDi 5 3
1 21
21 2 21
·· ·
· · ·
· · ·
21 2 21
21 1
4
t3t
,
(3.10)
TC
5 3
1 0 · · · 21
·· ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
1 0 · · · 21
21 0 · · · 2 0 · · · 21
·· ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
21 0 · · · 2 0 · · · 21
21 0 · · · 1 · · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
21 0 · · · 1
4
m3m
.
(3.11)
ence
ATA 5 3
E1 2I
2I E2 2I· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
2I E2 2I
2I E1
4
m3m
, (3.12)
where
E1 5 3
2 21
21 3 21
·· ·
· · ·
· · ·
21 3 21
21 2
4
t3t
, (3.13)
E2 5 3
3 21
21 4 21
·· ·
· · ·
· · ·
21 4 21
21 3
4
t3t
, (3.14)
2I 5 F21 ·· ·
21
G
t3t
. (3.15)
In Appendix A it is demonstrated that
rank~ATA! 5 rank~A! 5 m 2 1. (3.16)54 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 2 y 10 January 2000Moreover,
ATF 5 BTg 1 CTf 5 3
f1,t11 2 g2,1
f2,t12 1 g2,1 2 g3,2···
ft21,2t21 1 gt21,t22 2 gt,t21
ft,2t 1 gt,t21
ft11,2t11 2 f1,t11 2 gt12,t11···
fi,i11 2 fi2t,i 1 gi,i21 2 gi11,i···
fm,m2t 2 fm22t,m2t 1 gm2t,m2t21···
2fm2t,m 1 gm,m21
4 .
(3.17)
According to these normal equations, for each interior
grid point wi, we get
2wi2t 2 wi21 1 4wi 2 wi11 2 wi2t
5 fi,i1t 2 fi21,i 1 gi,i21 2 gi11,i,
r
wi 5
1
4
~wi2t 1 wi21 1 wi11 1 wi1t!
1
a
8 S]W]y Ui21 1 ]W]z Ui1t 2 ]W]z Ui2t 2 ]W]y Ui11D . (3.18)
ikewise, we can write out the corresponding equa-
ion of each boundary grid, such as i 5 1, t, m 2 t 1
1. For instance,
w1 5
1
2
~w2 1 wt11! 1
a
4 S]W]z U1 1 ]W]z Ut11
2
]W
]y U2 2 ]W]y U1D , (3.19)
wt 5
1
2
~wt21 1 w2t! 1
a
4 S]W]z Ut 1 ]W]z U2t
1
]W
]y Ut 1 ]W]y Ut21D . (3.20)
From Eqs. ~3.18!–~3.20! we find that the relationship
etween the actual phases of the wave fronts and
heir partial derivatives is quite lucid in the least-
quares sense. We can obtain these equations sim-
ly by performing four operations with Eqs. ~2.6!.
he wave-front aberration at each grid point ~interior
r boundary! is only directly related to the wave-front
berrations and partial derivatives of its adjacent
rid points. This also indicates that the equations
or boundary points have nothing to do with the con-
our shape and the size of their integral domains but
o have some differences between the line-boundary
oints and corner-boundary points.
After this paper was submitted for publication, Zou
ater noticed that Hunt had obtained similar matrix
7i
s
f
i
W
a
t
e
b
t
V
F
iequations. However, Hunt’s formulations are re-
stricted to a square phase array, but the formulations
developed in this paper are generalized to fit more-
general situations.
4. Compatibility of Domain Extension
Substantially, the problem of determining the phase
of a wave front from its gradients ~partial derivatives!
s a Neumann problem of Poission’s equation. As-
ume that the gradient function of a measured wave
ront is
f0~y, z! 5 f1~y, z!i 1 f2~y, z! j. (4.1)
It includes the real wave-front gradient function „W
and the measurement noise function n~y, z!; so
f0~y, z! 5 „W 1 n~y, z!. (4.2)
In a least-squares sense, minimizing the functional
** @„W 2 f0~y, z!#2dydz (4.3)
s the extreme-value problem of a functional.
Let
F~y, z, Wy, Wz! 5 @„W 2 f0~y, z!#2
5 F]W]y i 1 ]W]z j 2 f0~y, z!G
2
. (4.4)
e get a functional
J@W~y, z!# 5 **
V
F~y, z, Wy, Wz!dydz. (4.5)
Therefore its permissible function set is
S 5 HWUW [ C1~V# !, ]W]n U
]V
5 g~y, z!J . (4.6)
We can derive its Euler’s equation, which is
]
]y S ]F]WyD 1 ]]z S ]F]WzD 5 0. (4.7)
Hence
]2W
]y2
1
]2W
]z2
5 i
]f0
]y
1 j
]f0
]z
. (4.8)
Then we rewrite it as
„2W 5 „f0 5 f~y, z!, (4.9)
where W is an estimation of the real wave front in
least-squares sense. Equation ~4.9! is a Poission
equation. We therefore propose the following prop-
osition about the Neumann boundary-value problem
of Eq. ~4.9! in the extended domain.
In ´ 2, assume that V0 is a compositum whose
boundary is a piecewise smooth curve ]V0, and C0 is
the outer boundary of V0; therefore ]V0 5 C0 1
łi51
n Ci, where Ci is the boundary of Di, Di ÷ V0, thefunction W together with its first and second deriva-
tives are continuous on the closed region V# 0, and
5„
2W 5 f~y, z!, ~y, z! [ V0
]W
]n U
]V0
5 g~y, z! ; (4.10)
then its solution exists, and it is unique except for an
additive constant.16 Clearly, the method of Su et al.
nd other previous methods are the numerical solu-
ions to this problem.
Now we discuss the compatibility of the domain
xtension we have made. Consider the Neumann
oundary problem of the Poission equation, assuming
hat an arbitrary V1 ~shown in Fig. 5! is given, V0 #
1, and let all the partial derivatives be zero in the
additive extended regions:
]W
]y U
V1\V0
;
]W
]z U
V1\V0
; 0. (4.11)
Then clearly the extended W cannot satisfy the de-
rivative continuity condition on ]V0; so the domain
extension is not strictly compatible in theory. How-
ever, this compatibility can be approximately satis-
fied, and the domain extension is feasible in practice.
Actually, we know the wave-front gradients only in
domain V0, as shown in Fig. 6. For grid points in-
side V0, wi can be expressed as in formula ~3.18!.
or grid points on the boundary of V0, take point 40
Fig. 5. Compositum V0 and the extended V0, V1, D1, D2, D3, etc.,
are the blind areas with boundaries C1, C2, C3, etc., in V0. C0 is
the outer boundary of V0, and ]V0 is the outer boundary of V0.
Fig. 6. Point 40 is a corner-boundary grid point in V0. Points 40,
41, and 57 are S–H grid points in V0; points 23 and point 39 are the
nvented grid points in V1\V0.10 January 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 2 y APPLIED OPTICS 255
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2as an example ~shown in Fig. 6!; according to the
normal equation ~3.6!, we obtain
w40 5
1
4
~w23 1 w57 1 w41 1 w39! 1
a
8 S]W]y U39 1 ]W]z U57
2
]W
]z U23 2 ]W]y U41D . (4.12)
Consider
]W
]y U39 5 0, ]W]z U23 5 0;
therefore
w23 2 w40 5
1
2 S]W]z U40 1 ]W]z U23Da 5 12 S]W]z U40Da.
We have
w23 5 w40 1
1
2 S]W]z U40Da. (4.13)
Since
w40 2 w39 5
1
2 S]W]y U40 1 ]W]y U39Da 5 12 S]W]y U40Da,
we get
w39 5 w40 2
1
2 S]W]y U40Da. (4.14)
Applying Eqs. ~4.13! and ~4.14! into Eq. ~4.12!, we
btain
w40 5
1
2
~w57 1 w41! 1
a
4 S]W]z U40 1 ]W]z U57
2
]W
]y U40 2 ]W]y U41D . (4.15)
Comparing Eq. ~4.15! with Eq. ~3.19!, we find that, if
oints 23 and 39 do not exist, then point 40 is a corner
oint of V0. The situation of point 40 is similar to
that of point 1, which is a corner point of V1. The
wave aberration expressions at the two points are
identical. However, w23 and w39, which satisfy Eq.
3.7!, do not strictly satisfy Eq. ~4.13! and Eq. ~4.14!;
o Eq. ~4.15! is only an approximate equation. The
bove analyses are also applicable to other boundary
oints of V0. Customarily, precision requirements
of the optical surface in fringe parts are slightly lower
than those of the interior parts. For convenience of
discussion we let W0 denote the reconstructed wave
front in V0 before domain extension, and W1 denotes
the reconstructed wave front in V1 ~the extended V0!
after domain extension. Therefore, since the partial
derivatives of W1 on ]V0 are not continuous, the
smoothing effect of the numerical solution usually
makes W1 in V0 not identical to W0. The differences
are detectable mainly in the boundary parts of W0.
However, it can be demonstrated in examples ~see56 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 2 y 10 January 2000Figs. 11–14 below! that these discrepancies are so
negligible that they can be ignored, and the extension
method is virtually feasible. Summarily, by extend-
ing the real pupil boundary to a regular outline, we
can simplify the wave-front reconstruction algorithm
and transform the problem of irregular boundary into
a problem of regular boundary.
After this paper was submitted for publication, Zou
later noted that Roddier and Roddier9 and Frei-
schlad13 once separately introduced similar extension
algorithms that are suited for arbitrary pupil shapes.
But the methods in Refs. 9 and 13 are based on the
Fourier transform; thus they are actually different
from the extension algorithm described in this paper.
5. Solutions of the Normal Equations
A. Iterative Method
The rank of the normal equation set is m 2 1; so we
hould add a constraint to the normal equation set to
ake it of full rank, that is, to determine the zero
oint of the reconstructed wave front. Actually, we
eed not add an additional row to ATA as Southwell
did.1 This task can be achieved by addition of a
large constant ~;1010! to the diagonal element at
whose point the phase value of the wave front will be
zero,19 and we still keep the form of coefficient matrix
ATA unchanged.
For this kind of large sparse matrix equation, iter-
ative methods, such as the Jacobi method, the
Gauss–Seidel method, and the SOR method, are em-
ployed by many authors.1,7,14 For the relaxation
method, choosing a proper relaxation factor v, which
etermines the convergence rate, is important. The
elationship between the relaxation factor and the
orresponding iteration times for convergence is
hown in Fig. 7. From this relationship we know
hat the optimal relaxation factor for our algorithm is
optimal 5 1.881 and that the corresponding iteration
imes for convergence is 111.
Fig. 7. Relationship between the relaxation factor v and the cor-
responding iteration times for convergence. It indicates that the
optimal relaxation factor is 1.881 and the corresponding iteration
time for convergence is 111.
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Compared with the direct solution algorithm, the it-
erative method is time consuming. Because of its
positive and definite property, the Cholesky decom-
position method can be used to solve this equation
set. We have ATA . 0, after adding a constraint
condition. So there exists at least a lower triangular
matrix B that satisfies ATA 5 BBT. If we restrict
ach diagonal element of B to be positive, then the
orresponding decomposition ATA 5 BBT will be
nique, where B is an invertible matrix.
If we assume
ATA 5 @aij#m3m, B 5 @bij#m3m 5 H0, i , jbij, i $ j , (5.1)
hen we have
aij 5 (
k51
i
bikbjk, ~1 # i # j # m!. (5.2)
Therefore the elements of the lower triangular ma-
trix B are obtained. Let the normal equation set be
ATAW 5 Y; the steps for solving the equation set
mploying Cholesky decomposition method are as fol-
ows:
1. Decomposition. Make a Cholesky decomposi-
tion, ATA 5 BBT; then the normal equations become
BBTW 5 Y. (5.3)
Let
U 5 BTW, U 5 ~u1, u2, . . . , um!T. (5.4)
Therefore
BU 5 Y. (5.5)
2. Substitution. From Eq. ~5.5! we get the for-
ward substitution formula for calculating U:
u1 5 y1yb11,
ui 5 Syi 2 (
j51
i21
bijyjDYbii, i 5 2, 3, . . . , m. (5.6)
From Eq. ~5.4! we get the backward substitution for-
ula for calculating W:
wm 5 umybm,m,
wi 5 Sui 2 (
j5i11
m
biiwjDYbii,
i 5 m 2 1, m 2 2, . . . , 1. (5.7)
One of the features of the generalized reconstruction
algorithm introduced in this paper is that the normal
coefficient matrix ATA is invariable to a large extent,
egardless of the complexity of the boundary encoun-
ered. In addition, the Cholesky decomposition has
othing to do with the vectors on the right-hand side
f the equations, and decomposition would be per-
ormed before substitution. Therefore the decompo-ition, once performed, is always suitable in the
rocess of repeated equation solving computations; so
lot of computation time is spared.
C. Memory Problem in Solving Normal Equations
As far as the large sparse linear equation set is con-
cerned, the storage of its coefficient matrix is the
primary problem and should be solved first. This
problem has been mentioned in the literature.1,12
We usually employ the compressed storage method,
eliminating the unnecessary memory space for zero
elements.
However, in our problem, even if the compressed
storage method is used, the storage for the nonzero
remainders and pointer vectors still take up too much
space. In addition, the Cholesky decomposition also
generates a nonzero band matrix b~ j, i! whose band-
width is t 1 1; so we need at least m 3 ~t 1 1!
elements of memory space for saving this band ma-
trix.
It is easy to find that, no matter how large this
coefficient matrix is, its components always consist of
only 1–4 and 0. Therefore we can express the ma-
trix as a function a~i, j! whose values are the five
elements 1–4 and 0, where i denotes the row index
nd j denotes the column index. In this way we do
ot need a specialized memory space for the coeffi-
ient matrix even if the mesh number of the square
et is increased. However, this strategy is not ap-
licable to the Gaussian elimination method, in
hich each matrix element should be assigned a stor-
ge space for the purpose of the computations be-
ween elements.
6. Error Analysis
According to Appendix B the normal equations of Eq.
~3.7! at interior points correspond to the cross scheme
of partial differential equation ~4.10!, whose trunca-
tion errors are of a4 order of magnitude; the trunca-
tion errors of the normal equations at boundary
points are of a3 order of magnitude. Therefore the
smaller proportion the normal equations of boundary
points occupy, the greater the precision of the normal
equation solutions will be. For example, in the in-
tegration domain V0 before extension, there are a
total of 161 normal equations, ;40 of which corre-
spond to boundary points. This suggests that the
ratio of the number of normal equations of a3 order of
magnitude to that of normal equations of a4 order of
magnitude is approximately 1:3.
Set
W161 5 ~w1, w2, . . . , w161!T,
pWi~3! [ S]3W]y3 Ui, ]
3W
]z3 UiD , pWi~4! [ S]
4W
]y4 Ui, ]
4W
]z4 UiD ,
S ]4]y4 1 ]4]z4DWui 5 Mi~4!, S ]3]y3 1 ]3]z3DWui 5 Mi~3!. (6.1)
After extension, however, the domain of definition of
the wave-front function W~y, z! is enlarged to the10 January 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 2 y APPLIED OPTICS 257
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2domain V1. If V0 , V1 and ]V1 ø V0 5 F, then the
boundary condition ]Wy]nu]V1 5 0 is defined and
strictly satisfied without introducing errors. For
an interior point of V1 we eliminate the higher terms
in Eq. ~A14! and rewrite it as follows:
2w9i11 2 w9i1t 1 4w9i 2 w9i21 2 w9i2t
5 2a2„ni 2
a4
12 S]4W*]y4 Ui 1 ]
4W*
]z4 UiD . (6.2)
We still let W0 denote the ideal wave-front function
nd W denote the actual reconstructed wave-front
unction, and n ~y, z! denotes the gradient error func-
tion; thus we have
W* 5 W 2 W0 5 @w91, w92, . . . , w9m#T, (6.3)
N 5 @n1, n2, . . . , nm#T, (6.4)
S ]4]y4 1 ]4]z4DW* 5 @M1~4!, M2~4!, . . . , Mm~4!#T 5 M4, (6.5)
where ni 5 0 in Eq. ~6.4! when ~y, z! [ V1\V0, and
Mi
~4! 5 0 in Eq. ~6.5! when ~y, z! [ ]V1. Note that
ni~y, z! 5 ny~y, z! z i 1 nz~y, z! z j;
thus
„ni 5
]ny
]y Ui 1 ]nz]z Ui. (6.6)
Let nyui
i11 express the value of ny at the midpoint
between grid point i and grid point i 1 1, and let nzui1t
i
express the value of nz at the midpoint between grid
point i and grid point i 1 t ~see Fig. 8!. According to
ormulas ~A31! and ~A32!, we have
]ny
]y Ui 5 nyui
i11 2 nyui21i
a
2
a2
4!
]3ny
]y3 Ui 1 O~a4!, (6.7)
]nz
]z Ui 5 nzui
i2t 2 nzui1ti
a
2
a2
4!
]3nz
]z3 Ui 1 O~a4!. (6.8)
hen we apply Eqs. ~6.7! and ~6.8! to formula ~6.6!,
then apply Eq. ~6.6! to Eq. ~6.2!, we have
2w9i11 2 w9i1t 1 4w9i 2 w9i21 2 w9i2t
5 a@2nyuii11 1 nyui21i 2 nzuii2t 1 nzui1ti # 1
a4
24 F]3ny]y3 Ui
1
]3nz
]z3 Ui 2 2S]
4W*
]y4 Ui 1 ]
4W*
]z4 UiDG . (6.9)
Fig. 8. Situation of adjacent points in one direction.58 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 2 y 10 January 2000Let
S ]3]y3 i 1 ]3]z3 jDN 5 @n1~3!, n2~3!, . . . , nm~3!# 5 M3. (6.10)
When ~y, z! [ V1\V0, all terms on the right-hand side
of Eq. ~6.9! are zero. For convenience of expression
e still express the noise vectors ~nyui, nzui! as a 2~m 2
t! 3 1 matrix N*, in which the elements nyui and nzui
are zero when they belong to V1\V0.
Therefore, comparing Eq. ~6.9! with Eq. ~3.18!, we
ave
ATAW* 5
a4
24
~M3 2 2M4! 1 aATN*, (6.11)
where matrix A is the same matrix of A in Eq. ~3.5!.
This is an important equation, which defines the re-
lationship between wave-front estimation errors and
the discretization errors of the algorithm together
with the measurement errors of wave-front gradi-
ents.
We introduce norm i z i2
iXi2 5 ~XTX!1y2 5 S(
i51
m
uxi u2D1y2 (6.12)
and the corresponding matrix norm
lub2~A! 5 max
xÞ0
SXTATAXXTX D
1y2
5 @r~ATA!#1y2, (6.13)
where r~ATA! is the spectral radius of ATA. There-
fore we have ~see Appendix D!
iW*i2 #
a4
24
cond~ATA!
lub2~A!2
iM3 2 2M4i2
1 a
@cond~ATA!#1y2
lub2~A!
iN*i2. (6.14)
e assume that there are k measurement points in
V0 and that the distributions of all the measurement
errors of wave-front partial derivatives are indepen-
dent. Let sGy denote the rms value of the partial
derivative error distribution in the y direction, and let
sGz denote the rms value of the partial derivative
error distribution in the z direction. Set
N* 5 @0, . . . , nNyu1, nNyu2, . . . , nNyuk, 0, . . . , 0, . . . ,
nNzu1, nNzu2, . . . , nNzuk, 0, . . . #2~m2t!
T , (6.15)
here
nNyui 5 nyuj
j11, nNzui 5 nzuj1t
j , i 5 1, 2, . . . , k.
Therefore
iN*i2 5 F(
i51
k
~@nNyui#
2 1 @nNzui#
2!G1y2 5 ˛k~sGy2 1 sGz2!1y2,
(6.16)
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nwhere
sGy 5 S1k (i51
k
@nNyui#
2D1y2, sGz 5 S1k (i51
k
@nNzui#
2D1y2.
(6.17)
If the reducing system is introduced, and if we let b
represent the reciprocal of the magnifying power of
the reducing system, from formula ~2.2!, we know
that sGy, sGz, sCCDy, and sCCDz have the following
relationships:
sGy 5
bsCCDy
f0
, sGz 5
bsCCDz
f0
, (6.18)
where f0 is the focal length of the lenslet array. In
addition,
iW*i2 5 ˛msw9 5 tsW*. (6.19)
Therefore, according to relation ~6.14!, we have
sW* #
a4
24t
cond~ATA!
lub2~A!2
iM3 2 2M4i2
1
ab˛k
f0t
@cond~ATA!#1y2
lub2~A!
sCCD, (6.20)
where sCCD 5 ~sCCDy
2 1 sCCDz
2!1y2 is the measurement
ms error of CCD, whose unit is the same as that
f the wave-front rms error sw9. This formulation
gives an error estimation of the reconstructed wave
front resulting from the discretization errors of the
algorithm and the measurement errors of wave-front
gradients.
Employing numerical calculation, we get lub2~A! 5
2.82 when t 5 17 and lub2~A! 5 2.81 when t 5 15; so
the difference between the two values can be ne-
glected. However, lub2@~A
TA!21# changes greatly
when t and the boundary constraints change; corre-
spondingly, the condition number of the normal equa-
tions varies significantly. Figure 9 gives the
relationships of constraint points and the correspond-
ing condition numbers of the normal equations. It
shows that, when t 5 17 together with the constraint
point w145 5 0.0, the condition number of the corre-
sponding normal equations reaches its minimum
value 146.8 3 1.93 5 1161.5; when t 5 15 together
ith the constraint point w123 5 0.0, the correspond-
ing condition number of the corresponding normal
equations reaches its minimum value 109.896 3
.9126 5 869.35. Therefore, applying t 5 15 and
5 161 in formula ~6.20!, we have
sW* # 0.305a
4iM3 2 2M4i2 1 8.876
ab
f0
sCCD. (6.21)
Generally, iM3 2 2M4i2 is a small value of a
4 order of
magnitude. The first term of the right-hand side of
this inequality is a discretization error concerned
with the algorithm we adapted, which has a higher
small value approaching zero quickly at the rate of a4.
So the first term can be neglected compared with thesecond term. Therefore the wave-front rms error de-
pends mainly on the measurement rms error of CCD.
Generally speaking, a ,, f0. For example, in the
S–H system of the first experimental system of thin-
mirror active optics of NAIRC, a 5 2 mm, f0 5 184
m, and b 5 7.5. Therefore
sW* # 17.752~byf0!sCCD 5 0.724sCCD. (6.22)
n conclusion, although the condition number of nor-
al equations is not small, the rms wave-front error
s just comparable with the rms measurement error
f CCD and even smaller. Moreover, the condition
umber of normal equations in case of t 5 15 is better
than that of t 5 17; this implies that it would be
workable if we were to extend the sampling domain to
the configuration of t 5 15.
Inequality ~6.20! shows that the rms wave-front
error sW* is directly related to the rms measurement
error of CCD ~sCCD!, the mesh size a, the focal length of
Fig. 9. Relationship between the constraint points ~zero point of
the reconstructed wave front! and the corresponding condition
numbers of the normal equation set. Graph ~a! is the case t 5 15,
and graph ~b! is the case t 5 17. The graphs show that, with the
same constraint situation, the condition number of the normal
equation set in the case of t 5 15 is better than in the case of t 5
17.10 January 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 2 y APPLIED OPTICS 259
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2lenslet array f0, and the magnifying power of the
reducing system b. The condition number of the
normal equations, cond~ATA!, takes the role of mag-
nifier. It is feasible to adopt some measures to im-
prove the condition number possibly, such as
choosing the proper constraints, with the least-
squares minimum-norm solutions,8 etc. However,
the solutions to the wave-front figure W that satisfies
wave-front gradients are a group of parallel surfaces,
so the added constraint conditions should not break
the parallelism of the solutions; otherwise they are
not the solutions to this problem. According to the
above analysis, we know that the errors generated
from the algorithm occupy only a small fraction in the
error budget. Approximately, the discretization er-
rors are in direct proportion to the fourth power of
mesh size a and sharply approach zero when a de-
creases. Therefore, to improve the precision of the
S–H test, we should focus on making the S–H grid
array denser, developing a longer focal length lenslet
array, and improving the CCD measurement preci-
sion.
7. Example and Analysis
A. Demonstration of Algorithm and Programs
Take the S–H test in the thin-mirror active optics
experiment system at NAIRC as an example. Pro-
grams are composed in C11 language in terms of the
omain extension algorithm. The following two
teps are employed to demonstrate the programs and
he algorithm.
. Checking Computations of the Programs and
he Algorithm
e introduce the function
f~z, y! 5 z2 1 y2. (7.1)
Performing derivation calculus on both sides, we
have ]fy]z 5 2z and ]fy]y 5 2y. Setting the coordi-
nate origin at the geometry center of the extended
domain, and letting t 5 15, mesh size a 5 0.1, we
have
H]fy]zui, j 5 2ai]fy]yui, j 5 2aj , i, j 5 0, 61, 62, . . . , 67. (7.2)
Let the numerical values generated by formula ~7.2!
e initial values in the test area, and let all the initial
alues in the extended areas be zero. We set the
ero point of the wave-front surface at f~0, 0! 5 0.0
nd employ the Cholesky method to solve Eq. ~7.2!.
e subtract the solutions obtained from the original
umerical values generated by formula ~7.1!. The
esiduals are all close to zero as shown in Fig. 10,
xcept for some boundary points. Besides the
holesky method, the iterative method is employed
or cross checking. The two methods agree with
ach other exactly.60 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 2 y 10 January 2000. Stability Demonstration of the Domain
xtension Algorithm
irst, the partial derivatives in Eq. ~7.2! are assigned
s a group of Gaussian distribution random numbers.
hat is,
H]fy]zui, j 5 Rz~i, j!]fy]yui, j 5 Ry~i, j! , i, j 5 0, 61, 62, . . . , 67,
(7.3)
where Rz~i, j! are Gaussian distributed random er-
ors, which are assigned to zero outside the test do-
ain, the average value of which is 0.0 in the test
rea and the rms of which is 0.118. Ry~i, j! are
Gaussian distributed random errors, which are as-
Fig. 10. ~a! is the scalar phase array of an ideal wave front gen-
rated by f~z, y! 5 z2 1 y2. ~b! is the array of phase difference
between the ideal wave front and the calculated wave front deter-
mined from the gradients of function f~z, y!, with employment of
the extension algorithm proposed in this paper.
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asigned zero outside the test area, the average value of
which is 0.0 in the test area and the rms of which is
0.108. Therefore
serror 5 ~sz
2 1 sy
2!1y2 5 0.160. (7.4)
According to formulas ~6.21! and ~7.4!, omitting the
discretization error, we have
sW*yserror # 8.876a 5 17.752. (7.5)
he Cholesky method and the iterative method are
sed separately to solve the normal equations, and
heir results are identical. The data are shown in
ig. 11~a!, and Fig. 11~b! shows the corresponding
hree-dimension surface map of the reconstructed
ave front, sW* 5 0.189; so sW*yserror 5 1.18. This
formula is congruous with the error-bound estima-
tion given by formula ~7.5! and confirms Fried’s for-
ula ~35! in the literature.4
To make a comparison with the result of the pre-
extension case, we still use the random errors in for-
mula ~7.3! as the partial derivative values. The data
f the calculation result are shown in Fig. 12~a!, and
ig. 12~b! shows the corresponding three-dimension
urface map of the reconstructed wave front. The
ms of the wave front is sW* 5 0.210; therefore sW*y
error 5 1.32. Obviously, it is also congruous with
ormula ~7.5!. Of course, the result of the preexten-
ion case is more precise, but the domain extension
lgorithm is better in the control of error propagation.
. Analysis on the Effect of Domain Extension
omparing Fig. 11 with Fig. 12, we find that there are
light discrepancies. These discrepancies are
aused by domain extension and have nothing to do
ith algorithms employed in the solution of normal
quations.
We know that, in the least-squares sense, the
wave-front phase of each grid point is the average of
wave-front phases of adjacent points plus the average
of gradient integrals of adjacent points. However,
the integration conditions of the interior points and
the boundary points are different. The interior
points have four adjacent points and four integration
paths, but the boundary points have three ~or two!
djacent points and three ~or two! integration paths.
herefore the smoothing effect at boundary points is
eaker than at interior points, as are the precision
nd the reliability.
However, after domain extension, the gradients
utside the test domains are created ~assigned to ze-
o!, and the boundary points are changed into interior
oints. So the adjacent points of the original bound-
ry points consist of real points and virtual points,
nd the virtual points can be shared by two original
oundary points that are not adjacent. This makes
he nonadjacent points smooth together by means of
irtual adjacent points. Accordingly, the integra-
ions in the original boundary points are changed
rom three- ~or two-! point averaging and three- ~or
wo-! path integral to four-point averaging and four-
ath integral. Therefore the real gradients in theoundary are averaged with the virtual gradients
zeros!, and that makes the brim of reconstructed
ave front a little drooped ~see Figs. 13 and 14!. For
large aberration system this small droop can be
gnored in active optics and adaptive optics as well as
n the figure test of mirror polishing; for a small
berration system this droop effect becomes weaker
nd can thus be neglected. Therefore the domain
xtension algorithm is reasonable for most practical
pplication cases.
Fig. 11. Stability demonstration of domain extension algorithm.
Using a group of random gradient errors with Gaussian distribu-
tions as the initial values and employing the domain extension
algorithm, we obtained the reconstructed wave-front phase array
shown in ~a!, and the corresponding three-dimensional map is
shown in ~b!.10 January 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 2 y APPLIED OPTICS 261
t
t
2B. Example
A group of CCD data obtained in the experiment of
active optics is used to demonstrate the algorithm
proposed. We employ the Cholesky method as
well as the iterative method to solve the nor-
mal equations. Figure 13 shows the result of the
calculation with use of the extension algorithm.
For comparison, the result of the calculation with
use of the nonextension algorithm is shown in Fig.
14.62 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 2 y 10 January 20008. Summary and Generalization
A. Summary
The wave-front reconstruction technique is an impor-
tant branch of modern optical test, and the Shack–
Hartmann ~S–H! test is a new method in optical test
hat has attracted great interest recently. Based on
he studies of Su et al.14,15 a generalized wave-front
reconstruction algorithm has been proposed. That
is, by extension of the wave-front integration do-
mains to a square net, a generalized normal equation
set for wave-front reconstruction is obtained.
Fig. 13. Result of calculation with the domain extension algo-
rithm. The reconstructed wave-front phase array is shown in ~a!.
The calculated phase values in the extended domain are discarded,
because they are not of interest.Fig. 12. Stability demonstration of nonextension algorithm. Us-
ing the same group of random gradient errors as in Fig. 11 as the
initial values and employing the nonextension algorithm, we ob-
tained the reconstructed wave-front phase array shown in ~a!, and
the corresponding three-dimensional map is shown in ~b!.
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aDeeper investigation reveals that the essence of the
gradient-based wave-front reconstruction is the Neu-
mann boundary-value problem of the Poission equa-
tion in mathematics. That implies that we can
apply some algorithms originally developed for dif-
ference differential equations to solving the wave-
front reconstruction problem. At first, the author
tried to prove the compatibility of the domain exten-
sion by using the Green’s formula. However, be-
cause the gradients were assigned to zero outside the
former domain during extension, the wave-frontfunction around the boundary of the former domain
does not satisfy the second-order differentiable con-
dition. Thus the compatibility of the domain exten-
sion is not precisely satisfied. However, we know
that the optical mirror surface is usually exception-
ally smooth and that its gradient variances ~especial-
ly in boundary areas! are relatively small.
Furthermore, to get a higher precision, the measure-
ment errors need to be smoothed away in the wave-
front reconstruction. In view of these reasons the
domain extension method is rather reasonable. The
given example shows that the reconstructed wave
front employing the extension method is just slightly
different from that of the traditional method.
Nowadays, not only do many large telescopes use
the S–H test in their active optics systems and adap-
tive optics systems, but the test has also become one
of the important methods in optical shop testing.18
Thus a question is proposed: What attitude should
we take toward the algorithm and the precision of
wave-front reconstruction? The current study sup-
ports that the reconstruction algorithm would be op-
erable if the precision due to the algorithm reached a
sufficiently high level. The error analysis shows
that the wave-front errors due to the algorithm are
much less than those due to CCD measurement er-
rors in the domain extension algorithm. Therefore
the accuracy of four-path integration ~adopted in this
aper! is high enough in actual wave-front recon-
truction, and the precision of the algorithm with
ore than four integration paths11 would not be im-
proved significantly, if it were improved. To im-
prove the precision of the wave-front reconstruction,
we should try to make the S–H grid array denser
~reducing the mesh size!, to make the focal length of
enslets longer, and to improve the precision of the
CD measurement.
Citing the result data of thin-mirror active optics in
hina,15 we can obtain the CCD position measure-
ment accuracy as 0.162 mm rms ~according to a recent
evelopment, the CCD measurement accuracy
chieved can be much better than this value!. For
algorithms without domain extension the wave-front
rms error induced by the CCD measurement errors is
0.162 3 1.32 3 7.5y184 5 8.7 3 1023 mm, which is
1y57l; for the algorithm with domain extension the
ave-front rms error is ;1y64l.
The memory-storage problem is the main prob-
em encountered in solving a large linear equation
et. Because of the extreme uniformity and regu-
arity of the normal equation set after domain ex-
ension, this problem is successfully solved when we
xpress the coefficients of a normal equation set as
function of indexes of the columns and the rows.19
With the memory-problem solved, an efficient direct
algorithm in solving the equations, the Cholesky
method, can be employed successfully to solve the
equation set. This makes this domain extension
algorithm of wave-front reconstruction quick and
efficient.Fig. 14. Result of calculation with the nonextension algorithm.
The reconstructed wave-front phase array is shown in ~a!, and the
corresponding three-dimensional map is shown in ~b!.10 January 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 2 y APPLIED OPTICS 263
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2B. Generalizing this Extension Algorithm to a Fast Focal
Ratio Optical System
The discussion of the generalized extension algo-
rithm proposed in this paper is based on compositum;
so it is suitable for different irregular pupil cases. If
the focal ratio of the optical system to be measured is
faster than that of S–H test apparatus, we need to
rotate the S–H apparatus along the focus 2 of the
optical system to be tested ~as shown in Fig. 1!,
thereby satisfying that the movement value of the
exit pupil of the optical system to be measured is
integer times mesh size a in the y or the z direction
elative to the focal plane of lenslet array. Therefore
he entrance pupil of the S–H test will cover the
hole pupil of the optical system to be measured
lternately then arrange the indices of lyi and lzi ob-
tained at each time according to the serial number of
V1. We can arrive at the solution by bringing lyi and
lzi to the generalized normal equations. Similarly, if
he mesh size is too large to satisfy the precision
equired, we can rotate the S–H apparatus in the
eridian plane ~y axis included! and in the azi-
uthal plane ~z axis included! separately, thus sat-
isfying that the movement value of the pupil image of
the optical system to be measured is ay2 or ay4, etc.
Therefore new measurement points are inserted into
the original measurement points, and the precision
requirement will be satisfied. This method avoids
the complicated computations by employment of the
object functions.20 It is another wave-front recon-
struction technique for subaperture testing and con-
nections.
Appendix A: Demonstration of Rank ~A! 5 m 2 1
The matrices in Appendix A were formulated by
Zhang.21
Set
A0 5 F21 1·· · · · ·
21 1
G
~t21!3t
. (A1)
Obviously rank~A0! 5 t 2 1; if I is a unit matrix, we
have
A 5 3
A0
A0 · · ·
A0
A0
I 2I
I 2I
· · ·
· · ·
I 2I
4 . (A2)
64 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 2 y 10 January 2000Adding all the block matrices in columns to the first
column, we have
A , 3
A0
A0 A0···
· · ·
A0 A0
A0 A0
0 2I
0 I 2I
···
· · ·
· · ·
0 I 2I
4 . (A3)
Expunging the unit block matrices I in diagonal, we
obtain
A , 3
A0
A0 A0···
· · ·
A0 A0
A0 A0
0 2I
0 0 2I
···
· · ·
· · ·
0 0 2I
4 . (A4)
Expunging the block matrices A0 in diagonal, we ob-
tain
A , 3
A0
A0 0···
· · ·
A0 0
A0 0
0 2I
0 0 2I
···
· · ·
· · ·
0 0 2I
4 . (A5)
Finally, we get
A , 3
A0
0 0
···
· · ·
0 0
0 0
0 2I
0 0 2I
···
· · ·
· · ·
0 0 2I
4 . (A6)
As we know, rank~A0! 5 t 2 1; so
rank~A! 5 ~t 2 1!t 1 t 2 1 5 m 2 1. (A7)
Appendix B: Truncation Errors of Normal Equations at
Interior Points
We know that the method of Su et al. is a discrete
approximation to Eq. ~4.9!, and Eq. ~3.7! is a finite
mI
Tdifference scheme of Poission equation ~4.10!. For
each interior point, according to the Taylor expan-
sion, we have
wi11 2 2wi 1 wi21
a2
5
]2W
]y2 Ui 1 a
2
12
]4W
]y4 Ui 1 a
4
360
]6W
]y6 Ui
1 O~a6!, (A8)
wi2t 2 2wi 1 wi1t
a2
5
]2W
]z2 Ui 1 a
2
12
]4W
]z4 Ui 1 a
4
360
]6W
]z6 Ui
1 O~a6!. (A9)
Adding the two equations together and omitting the
higher terms, we get
„a
2W~i! 5 „2W~i! 1
a2
12 S]4W]y4 Ui 1 ]
4W
]z4 UiD 1 O~a4!,
(A10)
where „2 is a Laplacian and „a
2 is the cross difference
scheme. From Eqs. ~4.2! and ~4.9! we have
„2W 5 „f0 5 „@„W0 1 n~y, z!# 5 „2W0 1 „n~y, z!,
(A11)
Hence
„2~W 2 W0! 5 „n~y, z!, (A12)
where W0 is the ideal solution, W is the actual nu-
erical solution, and n~y, z! is the gradient error
function. For each interior grid point of extended
V1, let W* 5 W 2 W0. From Eqs. ~A10! and ~A12!,
we get
„a
2W*~i! 5 „2W*~i! 1
a2
12 S]4W*]y4 Ui 1 ]
4W*
]z4 UiD 1 O~a4!
5 „ni 1
a2
12 S]4W*]y4 Ui 1 ]
4W*
]z4 UiD 1 O~a4!.
(A13)
Hence
2w9i11 2 w9i1t 1 4w9i 2 w9i21 2 w9i2t
5 2a2„ni 2
a4
12 S]4W*]y4 Ui 1 ]
4W*
]z4 UiD 1 O~a6!. (A14)
Appendix C: Truncation Errors of the Normal
Equations at Boundary Points
1. Derivation of Several Important Formulas
~I! wi 2 wi1t 5 a
]W
]z Ui1t
i
1
a3
24
]3W
]z3 Ui1t
i
1 O~a5!. (A15)n the z direction ~as shown in Fig. 8!, according to
aylor expansion, we have
wi1t 5 wi 2 a
]W
]z Ui 1 a
2
2!
]2W
]z2 Ui 2 a
3
3!
]3W
]z3 Ui 1 a
4
4!
]4W
]z4 Ui
1 O~a5!, (A16)
wi2t 5 wi 1 a
]W
]z Ui 1 a
2
2!
]2W
]z2 Ui 1 a
3
3!
]3W
]z3 Ui 1 a
4
4!
]4W
]z4 Ui
1 O~a5!. (A17)
Subtract Eq. ~A16! from Eq. ~A17!, divide the result
by 2a, and we have
wi2t 2 wi1t
2a
5
]W
]z Ui 1 a
2
3!
]3W
]z3 Ui 1 O~a4!. (A18)
Replace a with ay2, let ]Wy]zui1t
i denote the partial
derivative of W with respect to z at the midpoint
between i and i 1 t, and we have
wi 2 wi1t 5 a
]W
]z Ui1t
i
1
a3
24
]3W
]z3 Ui1t
i
1 O~a5!. (A19)
Similarly, we have
wi11 2 wi 5 a
]W
]y Ui
i11
1
a3
24
]3W
]y3 Ui
i11
1 O~a5!, (A20)
~II!
]W
]z Ui1t
i
5
1
2 S]W]z Ui1t 1 ]W]z UiD 2 a
2
8
]3W
]z3 Ui1t
i
2
a4
384
]5W
]z5 Ui1t
i
1 O~a5!. (A21)
If we set a function f~y, z! 5 ]Wy]z, then
]W
]z Ui1t
i
5 fSy, zi1t 1 a2D 5 fSy, zi 2 a2D . (A22)
According to the Taylor expansion, omitting the
higher terms, we have
fSy, zi1t 1 a2D 5 f~y, zi1t! 1 a2 ]f]zUi1t 1 a
2
8
]2f
]z2Ui1t
1
a3
8 3 3!
]3f
]z3Ui1t 1 a
4
16 3 4!
]4f
]z4Ui1t,
(A23)
fSy, zi 2 a2D 5 f~y, zi! 2 a2 ]f]zUi 1 a
2
8
]2f
]z2Ui
2
a3
8 3 3!
]3f
]z3Ui 1 a
4
16 3 4!
]4f
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aH
S
~
o
2Add Eqs. ~A23! and ~A24!, divide the result by 2, and
we have
]W
]z Ui1t
i
5
f~y, zi1t! 1 f~y, zi!
2
2
a
4 S]f]zUi 2 ]f]zUi1tD
1
a2
16 S]2f]z2Ui 1 ]
2f
]z2Ui1tD 2 a
3
96 S]3f]z3Ui 2 ]
3f
]z3Ui1tD
1
a4
768 S]4f]z4Ui 1 ]
4f
]z4Ui1tD . (A25)
Applying formula ~A15! in Eq. ~A25!, we find
]W
]z Ui1t
i
5
1
2 S]W]z Ui 1 ]W]z Ui1tD 2 a
2
8
]3W
]z3 Ui1t
i
1 O~a3!.
(A26)
Apply formulas ~A15! and ~A26! in Eq. ~A25!, and we
obtain formula ~A21!. Similarly, we have
]W
]y Ui
i11
5
1
2 S]W]y Ui11 1 ]W]y UiD 2 a
2
8
]3W
]y3 Ui
i11
2
a4
384
]5W
]y5 Ui
i11
1 O~a5!. (A27)
2. Truncation Errors of the Normal Equations at
Boundary Points of V1
The boundary points of V1 can be divided into two
groups: one group are the corner-boundary points,
the others are the line-boundary points.
a. For Corner-Boundary Points
For example, at point A ~as shown in Fig. 4!, we have
boundary condition
]W
]n U
]V1
5 g~y, z! 5 gy i 1 gz j. (A28)
owever,
gy 5
]W
]y U1
2
5 2
1
2 S]W]y U1 1 ]W]y U2D 1 a
2
8
]3W
]y3 U1
2
1
a4
384
]5W
]y5 U1
2
1 O~a5!, (A29)
gz 5
]W
]z U11t
1
5 2
1
2 S]W]z U1 1 ]W]z U11tD 1 a
2
8
]3W
]z3 U11t
1
1
a4
384
]5W
]z5 U11t
1
1 O~a5!, (A30)
and according formulas ~A19! and ~A20!, we get
]W
]y U1
2
5
w2 2 w1
a
2
a2
4!
]3W
]y3 U1
2
1 O~a4!, (A31)
]W
]z U11t
1
5
w1 2 w11t
a
2
a2
4!
]3W
]z3 U11t
1
1 O~a4!. (A32)66 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 2 y 10 January 2000ubtract Eq. ~A31! from Eq. ~A32! and apply formulas
3.3!, ~3.4!, ~A29!, and ~A30! in the subtractive result,
mitting the higher terms, and we have
2w2 1 2w1 2 w11t 5 f1,t11 2 g1,2
1
a3
12 S]3W]y3 U1
2
2
]3W
]z3 Ut11
1 D
1
a5
384 S]5W]y5 U1
2
2
]5W
]z5 Ut11
1 D . (A33)
Similarly, at corner points B, C, and D, we have
2wt21 1 2wt 2 w2t 5 ft,2t 1 gt21,t
2
a3
12 S]3W]y3 Ut21
t
1
]3W
]z3 U2t
t D
2
a5
384 S]5W]y5 Ut21
t
1
]5W
]z5 U2t
1tD , (A34)
2wm2t12 1 2wm2t11 2 wm22t11 5 2fm22t11,m2t11
2 gm2t11,m2t12 1
a3
12 S]3W]y3 Um2t11
m2t12
1
]3W
]z3 Um2t11
m22t11D
1
a5
384 S]5W]y5 Um2t11
m2t12
1
]5W
]z5 Um2t11
1m22t11D , (A35)
2wm21 1 2wm 2 wm2t
5 2fm2t,m 1 gm21,m 2
a3
12 S]3W]y3 Um21
m
2
]3W
]z3 Um
m2tD
2
a5
384 S]5W]y5 Um2t
m
2
]5W
]z5 Um
1m2tD . (A36)
b. For Points on the AB Boundary Line ~Except
Points A and B!
From Eq. ~A8!, we get
wi11 2 2wi 1 wi21 5 a
2 ]
2W
]y2 Ui 1 a
4
12
]4W
]y4 Ui 1 O~a6!.
(A37)
Apply formula ~A20! to formula ~A37! twice, then
replace W with ]Wy]y, and we get
]W
]y Ui
i11
2
]W
]y Ui21
i
5 a
]2W
]y2 Ui 1 a
3
24
]4W
]y4 Ui 1 O~a5!. (A38)
Applying formula ~A27! to the left-hand side of Eq.
~A38!, we have
]W
]y Ui
i11
2
]W
]y Ui21
i
5
gi,i11 2 gi21,i
a
2
a3
8
]4W
]y4 Ui
2
a5
384
]6W
]y6 Ui 1 O~a6!. (A39)
Ft
2
T
m
t
T
w
i
t
t
t
m
T
t
e
o
g
M
s
O
JTherefore from Eqs. ~A38! and ~A39! we get
a2
]2W
]y2 Ui 5 gi,i11 2 gi21,i 2 a
4
6
]4W
]y4 Ui 1 O~a6!. (A40)
Applying formula ~A40! in Eq. ~A37!, we have
wi11 2 2wi 1 wi21 5 gi,i11 2 gi21,i 2
a4
12
]4W
]y4 Ui 1 O~a6!.
(A41)
rom the boundary condition given we know that
]W
]n Ui 5 ]W]z Ui1t
i
5
1
2 S]W]z Ui1t 1 ]W]z UiD
2
a2
8
]3W
]z3 Ui1t
i
2
a4
384
]5W
]z5 Ui1t
i
. (A42)
From Eqs. ~A42! and ~A19! we get the following equa-
ion:
wi 2 wi1t 5 fi,i1t 2
a3
12
]3W
]z3 Ui1t
i
1 O~a5!. (A43)
Combining Eq. ~A43! with Eq. ~A41!, we get
2wi11 2 wi1t 1 3wi 2 wi21
5 fi,i1t 2 gi,i11 1 gi21,i 2
a3
12
]3W
]z3 Ui1t
i
1
a4
12
]4W
]y4 Ui 1 O~a5!. (A44)
Similarly, for boundary CD, AC, BD ~corner points A,
B, C, and D are not included! we have
2wi11 2 wi2t 1 3wi 2 wi21 5 2fi,i2t 2 gi,i11 1 gi21,i
1
a3
12
]3W
]z3 Ui
i2t
1
a4
12
]4W
]y4 Ui 1 O~a5!, (A45)
2wi11 2 wi2t 1 3wi 2 wi1t 5 2fi2t,i 1 fi1t,i 2 gi11,i
1
a3
12
]3W
]y3 Ui
i11
1
a4
12
]4W
]z4 Ui 1 O~a5!, (A46)
wi21 2 wi2t 1 3wi 2 wi1t 5 2fi2t,i 1 fi1t,i 1 gi21,i
2
a3
12
]3W
]y3 Ui21
i
1
a4
12
]4W
]z4 Ui 1 O~a5!. (A47)
he above discussion on truncation errors of the nor-
al equations at boundary points are also applicable
o the boundary points of V0 before extension.
Appendix D: Derivation of Formulation ~6.14!
According to formulation ~6.13!, we have
lub2~ATA! 5 @r~@ATA#2!#1y2 5 r~ATA! 5 @lub2 ~A!#2.
(48)If A A is invertible, from Eq. ~6.11! we obtain
W* 5
a4
24
~ATA!21~M3 2 2M4! 1 a z ~ATA!21ATN*,
(A49)
where the first term in the right-hand side of this
equation is the wave-front error resulting from the
algorithm and the second term is that from the gra-
dient noise. Hence
iW*i2 #
a4
24
lub2@~ATA!21#uM3 2 2M4i2
1 a lub2@~ATA!21AT#uN*i2
5
a4
24
lub2@~ATA!21#lub2~ATA!
lub2~ATA!
iM3 2 2M4i
1 a
lub2@~ATA!21AT#lub2~A!
lub2~A!
iN*i2, (A50)
here
cond~ATA! 5 lub2@~ATA!21#lub2~ATA! (A51)
s defined as the condition number of normal equa-
ions.
If the column rank of matrix A is full, by employing
he Householder transformation, we can find a uni-
ary matrix P and an invertible upper triangular
atrix R satisfying17
PA 5 SR0D , A 5 PTSR0D .
Therefore
~ATA!21 5 ~RTR!21 5 R21~RT!21,
~ATA!21AT 5 ~R210!P. (A52)
According to the definition of matrix norm, i.e., for-
mula ~6.13!, eliminating the higher terms, we get
lub2~R! 5 lub2~A!, cond~ATA! 5 cond~R!2. (A53)
herefore
iW*i2 #
a4
24
cond~ATA!
lub2~A!2
iM3 2 2M4i2
1 a
@cond~ATA!#1y2
lub2~A!
z iN*i2. (6.14)
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